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Sammy Spider's First Mitzvah - Sylvia A. Rouss 2014-09-01
Sammy Spider is back in his fifteenth adventure story, learning about
Jewish holidays and values with his buddy Josh Shapiro. In this story,
when Josh gets a cold?“Achoo!”?his friend Moti delivers some chicken
soup to him, and Sammy Spider learns about the mitzvah of visiting the
sick. You’ll also learn the Hebrew word for “Gesundheit!”
Sammy Spider's First Shabbat - Sylvia A. Rouss 2011-07-01
Sammy Spider yearns to celebrate Shabbat. He watches Josh set the
festive table, and is especially fascinated when Mrs. Shapiro braids the
challah. As the family gather's to welcome Shabbat, Sammy discovers
that something unexpected has happened.
Sammy Spider's First Rosh Hashanah - Sylvia A. Rouss 2014-08-01
Kar-Ben Read-Aloud eBooks with Audio combine professional narration
and text highlighting to bring eBooks to life! Sammy Spider wants to
taste the golden honey the Shapiros set out for a sweet New Year. Mom
tells him to stick to spinning webs, but will curious Sammy listen?
Rosh Hashanah with Uncle Max - Varda Livney 2021-08-01
Uncle Max is coming to celebrate Rosh Hashanah, the birthday of the
world, with the people he loves. They watch the sun go down, eat their
holiday meal, dip challah and apples into honey for a sweet year, and
listen to the sound of the shofar.
Sammy Spider's First Yom Kippur - Sylvia A. Rouss 2013-08-01
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When Josh breaks the rules and plays ball indoors, he finds himself
apologizing not only to his parents, but to Sammy Spider as well. A Yom
Kippur story about saying, ?I?m sorry.?
Sammy Spider's First Book of Jewish Holidays - Sylvia A. Rouss
2014-01-01
Curious about the Jewish holidays? Very young readers learn about
holiday customs with everyone’s favorite inquisitive spider!
Sammy Spider's Hanukkah Colors - Sylvia A. Rouss 2017
"Sammy Spider is enjoying the Hanukkah celebration with his human
while also learning about colors"-- Provided by publisher.
Sammy Spider's New Friend - Sylvia A. Rouss 2012-09-01
When an Israeli family moves in next door to the Shapiros, Sammy
Spider and Josh learn about the Jewish mitzvah of welcoming guests. In
the process, they each make a new friend and learn some Hebrew words.
Jumping Jenny - Ellen Bari 2014-01-01
Jenny loves to jump. But when jumping gets her in trouble, she decides
to retire her pogo stick. Then her school decides to hold a fundraising
fair, and she discovers that her skill can be used for a good cause.
Sammy Spider's New Friend - Sylvia A. Rouss 2014-01-01
When an Israeli family moves in next door to the Shapiros, Sammy
Spider and Josh learn about the Jewish mitzvah of welcoming guests. In
the process, they each make a new friend and learn some Hebrew words.
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Jewish ceremony as the bride and groom stand under the beautiful
chuppah, hears the seven wedding blessings, and—phew!—narrowly
escapes as the groom's foot breaks the wedding glass. What an
adventure!
Simchat Torah Is Coming! - Tracy Newman 2018-08-01
Kar-Ben Read-Aloud eBooks with Audio combine professional narration
and text highlighting to bring eBooks to life! The eighth in the popular
Jewish holiday board book series, a family and their adorable dog
celebrate Simchat Torah! Simchat Torah celebrates the ending of one
cycle of Torah reading and the beginning of another, and is accompanied
by singing, dancing, and parading around the synagogue with the Torah.
Join this family and their dog as they celebrate this joyful fall holiday.
Sammy Spider's First Simchat Torah - Sylvia A. Rouss 2010
Sammy Spider's mother explains to him the holiday of Simchat Torah,
when Jews eat candied apples and celebrate the importance of reading
the Torah. Includes a recipe for candied apples.
On Sukkot and Simchat Torah - Cathy Goldberg Fishman 2011-01-01
A family celebrates the fall holidays of Sukkot and Simchat Torah by
building a sukkah, dancing with the Torah and other Jewish holiday
customs. Chagall-like illustrations by Melanie Hall.
Sammy Spider's First Simchat Torah - Sylvia A. Rouss 2010-08-01
Sammy Spider's mother explains to him the holiday of Simchat Torah,
when Jews eat candied apples and celebrate the importance of reading
the Torah. Includes a recipe for candied apples.
Sammy Spider's First Purim - Sylvia A. Rouss 2011-08-01
Sammy Spider wants to help Josh get ready for Purim. Instead, he gets
stuck inside a grogger. How will he escape?
Sammy Spider's First Sukkot - Sylvia A. Rouss 2004
Sammy Spider learns about the festival of Sukkot by watching the
Shapiro family build their sukkah.
Sammy Spider's First Bar Mitzvah - Sylvia A. Rouss 2016-08-01
Josh's cousin Ben is having his bar mitzvah, and Sammy accidentally
ends up coming along! He gets an up-close view of the Torah readings,
the blessings . . . and one tradition that gets this silly little spider into

It's Sukkah Time! - Latifa Berry Kropf 2014-01-01
A preschool class demonstrates the steps of sukkah-building to celebrate
the fall harvest festival of Sukkot. Blessings in Hebrew and English are
included.
Sammy Spider's First Tu B'Shevat - Sylvia A. Rouss 2014-01-01
Spring is in the air and Sammy Spider watches as Josh Shapiro lowers
the roots of a small tree into the ground. As spring turns to summer and
summer to fall, Sammy watches Josh nurture the small tree as it sprouts
tiny buds, then full blossoms, then colorful autumn leaves. Birds and
squirrels come to visit the tree, and as autumn turns to winter, the leaves
drop and the birds leave. Sammy worries as the tree shivers in the cold
winter air. And then, as he practices weaving a new web, he gets an
idea...
My First Yiddish Word Book - Joni Kibort Sussman 2014-01-01
Did you know that Yiddish is written in Hebrew letters but pronounced
more like German? Introduce your kids to their mama loshen (mother
tongue) and open the door to their cultural heritage! The basic Yiddish
vocabulary includes more than 150 words for family members, objects in
the home and school, colors and numbers. Each concept is presented
with a bright picture, the Yiddish word, and the translation and
transliteration. The once-thriving language, spoken by millions, is
undergoing a revival, and kids will enjoy learning to speak the colorful
tongue.
Sammy Spider's First Trip to Israel - Sylvia A. Rouss 2014-08-01
Kar-Ben Read-Aloud eBooks with Audio combine professional narration
and text highlighting to bring eBooks to life! Join Sammy Spider on his
stow-away adventure as he tours Israel and learns the many meanings of
"shalom."
Sammy Spider's Shabbat Fun Book - Sylvia Rouss 2006-01-01
Kids can join Sammy Spider as he celebrates Shabbat with this book of
rhymes, mazes, puzzles and more.
Sammy Spider's First Wedding - Sylvia A. Rouss 2019-03-01
Uh oh! Curious Sammy Spider slips from his web and accidentally
accompanies the Shapiro family to a wedding. Sammy watches the
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even more trouble than usual.
The Patchwork Torah - Allison Ofanansky 2014-08-01
Kar-Ben Read-Aloud eBooks with Audio combine professional narration
and text highlighting to bring eBooks to life! As a child, David watches
his grandfather, a Torah scribe or sofer, finish a Torah scroll for the
synagogue. "A Torah is not something to be thrown away," his
Grandfather explains. David's grandfather carefully stores the old Torah
his new one has replaced in his cabinet, hoping to one day repair the
letters so the Torah can be used again. David grows up and becomes a
sofer just like his grandfather. Through the years, people bring him
damaged Torahs they have saved from danger and disaster - one
damaged by Nazi soldiers during World War II, one damaged in a fire in
a synagogue, and one in flooding during Hurricane Katrina. David stores
each of these precious Torahs in his cabinet, until his granddaughter
Leah gives him the idea to make a recycled Torah from the salvaged
Torah scrolls.
A Touch of the High Holidays - Devorah Glazer 2002-08-01
A tactile Tishrei guide for toddlers. Warmly illustrated holiday scenes
include a sticky honey pot, a bumpy etrog, a soft Torah cover, and more
that invite hands-on exploration. Printed on tear- and tooth-proof glossy
board.
Celebrate! - Judith Gross 2005
Introduces Shabbat, Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kippur, Sukkot, Simhat Torah,
Hanukkah, Tu Bishva, Purim, Passover, and Shavuot.
The Mysterious Guests - Eric A. Kimmel 2008
Three mysterious guests appear at generous but impoverished Ezra's
table on Sukkoth and bless him, while they bring curses upon his rich but
selfish brother Eben.
Sammy Spider's Hanukkah Colors - Sylvia A. Rouss 2017-08-01
Sammy Spider and his buddy Josh are back in their third holiday board
book! This time Sammy is enjoying the Hanukkah celebration with his
human while also learning about colors. A companion to Sammy Spider's
Passover Shapes and Sammy Spider's First Book of Jewish Holidays.
Thank You, God! - Judyth Groner 2011-08-01
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A first prayer book for young children, with 21 traditional prayers in
simple Hebrew, transliteration, and English. Contains blessings for a new
day, bounty of our food, Sabbath, and holiday rituals.
Sammy Spider's First Passover - Sylvia A. Rouss 2011-08-01
Sammy Spider watches longingly as the Shapiro family celebrates
Passover. He wants to help Josh find the afikomen (hidden matzah), but
his mother reminds him, "Spiders don't celebrate Passover. Spiders spin
webs." and his first attempt at spinning a new web yields some
surprising results.
Merriam-Webster's Rhyming Dictionary - Merriam-Webster, Inc 2002
"New! An easy-to-use, alphabetical guide for creating rhymes. Features
55,000 headwords with pronunciations at every entry. Lists arranged
alphabetically and by number of syllables, with thousands of crossreferences to guide readers to correct entries."
Sammy Spider's First Sukkot - Sylvia A. Rouss 2004-08-01
Inside, outside, upside down! Where is Sammy Spider now? Swinging on
an apple, from the roof of the Shapiro family sukkah, he is learning about
the Jewish harvest festival of Sukkot. Sammy watches as Josh and his
parents build and decorate the little hut. Then as a special treat, Sammy
even gets to sleep there under the stars!
Sadie's Sukkah Breakfast - Jamie S. Korngold 2011-01-01
Two sisters plan a special breakfast in their family's sukkah during the
Jewish harvest holiday of Sukkot.
Sammy Spider's First Haggadah - Sylvia A. Rouss 2011-08-01
Sammy leads young children through the steps of the Passover seder,
telling the story of the Exodus, asking and answering the Four Questions,
and sampling the traditional foods. Includes creative readings and songs,
As well as colorful paper collage art by Katherine Janus Kahn.
A Watermelon in the Sukkah - Shannan Rouss 2014-01-01
All the children in Miss Sharon's class have brought their favorite fruits
to decorate the sukkah. But when Michael brings a watermelon, the class
must find a way to hang it!
Sammy Spider's Passover Shapes - Sylvia A. Rouss 2017-01-01
Sammy Spider celebrates Passover with his friend Josh Shapiro, enjoying
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the kid-friendly holiday customs.
Where Shabbat Lives - Jan Goldin Fabiyi 2014-01-01
The simple text and brightly colored illustrations in this board book tell
the story of a typical family celebrating Shabbat.
Sammy Spider's First Yom Kippur - Sylvia A. Rouss 2014-08-01
Kar-Ben Read-Aloud eBooks with Audio combine professional narration
and text highlighting to bring eBooks to life! When Josh breaks the rules
and plays ball indoors, he finds himself apologizing not only to his
parents, but to Sammy Spider as well. A Yom Kippur story about saying,
“I’m sorry.”
Zishe the Strongman - Robert Rubinstein 2014-01-01
At the age of 3, Zishe was lifting a nine-pound hammer in his father's
blacksmith shop. By the age of eleven, there was not a bar he couldn't
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bend or a chain he could not snap. This is the unusual story of Zishe, a
poor Polish Jew, who became the featured Strongman of circuses
throughout the world. Based on the true story of Zishe of Lodz.
Sammy Spider's First Simchat Torah - Sylvia A. Rouss 2014-01-01
Sammy Spider crawls down his web to inspect the candy apple Josh has
attached to his Simchat Torah flag. When Josh leaves for synagogue, he
doesn’t notice the spider stuck to his apple! Atop Josh’s flag, Sammy
joins the Simchat Torah parade, dances with the Torah, and learns about
this very special holiday in the Jewish year. Young readers will learn how
Simchat Torah is celebrated, as Jews finish reading their “favorite book”
the Torah, and start all over again, just as Josh loves to do with his own
books! A wonderful new addition to the Sammy Spider series from the
team of Sylvia A. Rouss and Katherine Janus Kahn.
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